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A group G is a duality group of dimension n if there exists a righr 
G-module C and an element eETorzG( C. Z) such that the: mor 
induced by cap product namely 
is an isomorphism for each integer i and every left &module A (see [BE] ). 
Because of the duality of G, the cohomological dimension of G is ~2 and in 
particular G is torsion free. 
In addition to the above construction we also need to recall the 
construction of the crossed product KTT (see [AR1 j ). In K;F. K is a 
commutative ring, f is a group acting err it via a homomorphism 
t : r-+ AutjK), and a is an element of the cohomology group H2(rF K”) 
(K* is the set of invertible elements of K viewed as a I’-module). The 
crossed product K :r is isomorphic, as a left K module to the direct sum 
ll 0 E I Ku,. while the product is defined by the rule 
where $ I-x I--+ K* is a 2-cocycle representing x and a(+;‘) is the 11 a) 
action on 1:. 
The crossed product KYI’ is an associative K’ algebra (K’ is the subring 
of K fixed by I?. Up to an isomorphism of algebras .K:S does not depend 
on the choice of the representative cocycle. In particular denote by K,T the 
crossed product in case LY is trivial. 
Using an analogous definition for the cap product over a trivial crossed 
product K,i” (instead of over ZIG) we define naturally the notion of duality 
for crossed products. 
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0.1. DEFINITION. The crossed product K,T is said to possess homologi- 
cal duality (duality for short) of dimension n, if there exists a right 
KJ-module C and an element e E Tor,KIr(C, K) such that the induced 
homomorphism by cap product 
en- : Ext&(K, A) + Tor2-<(CORA, K) 
is an isomorphism for each integer i and every left K,T module A. Here K 
has a K,T structure given by 
(x24,) 4’ = XO(J,), xu,~K,r, J~EK, aEr. 
We refer to K with this K,T structure as the K,T principal module. 
We say that the crossed product K,T has Poincare duality if there exists 
a homomorphism sgn: G + 77, such that 
(1) the dualizing module C is isomorphic to K, as a K module. 
(2) with the identification of (l), the right action of K,T on C is 
defined by J(XU,) = (sgn(a) a-‘(xy)). 
We say that the Poincare duality is orientable if the map sgn is trivial and 
non-orientable otherwise. 
It is easy to show (by extension of scalars) that if r is a duality group 
(over Z) of dimension ~1, then K,T is a crossed product with duality of the 
same dimension for any commutative ring K and any action of r on K. But 
we do more. 
0.2. THEOREM. Let K,T be a crossed product where r contains a duality 
group G of.finite index. If r is torsion free with regard to the ring K and the 
action t (see definition below) then K,rpossesses duality as well. 
0.3. DEFINITION. The group r is said to be torsion free with regard to 
the commutative ring K and the action t: r+ Aut(K) if for every finite 
subgroup S of r there is a unity decomposition; i.e., there is an element 
xs E K s.t. 
2 cT(x.J = 1. 
ass 
Remark. To my knowledge this definition is new. It generalizes the 
classical one where the action t is trivial. 
Using the duality property for a certain family of crossed products we 
are able to shed some light on the problem ,of the behaviour of the global 
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dimension for some non-trivial crossed products KTG. Specifically, ie: K be 
a field. In [ARl] it has been proved that 
gl dim KTG < gl dim K,G < gl dim KG p-J.&*) 
and that if gi dim KG is finite then gl dim K,G = gl dim KG. 
In [ARl], it is shown that the strict inequality gl dim K”G < gl dim KG 
may occur in case gl dim KG = ,x1. More difficult is to show that strict 
inequality may occur also in case that gl dim KG is finite. Shamsuddir, ir 
[Sh] has constructed a 2-cocycle for which gl dim K”G = 1 < gl dim KG = 2 
where G is the free abelian group on 2-generators. It turns out thai 
Shamsuddin’s result is the first and easy case of the following general ~sui; 
of Rosset [Ro]. If G is a free abeiian group (of any rank) there exists aE 
extension K of C and a cocycle M in N’(G, K*) (G acting trivially on X1 
such that gl dim K”G = 1. 
Noetherian crossed products are much discussed in McConnell’s anti 
son’s book [MR]. Before we explain their result we recall their no%- 
Tf R is a ring and o an automorphism of R then X[.X, .c’, a] denotes 
rhe “skew polynomial ring” defined like the usual Laurent polynomials ring 
but the multiplication satisfies 
sr = a(r).u for every I’ 6 9r,. 
They show [MR, Theorem 7.9.117. 
0.5. THEOREM. Let S = R[x, XC’. a] be a skelzs polyriomiai rirag wizew 3 
is noerherian. Assume gl dim R = d. Then gl dim 5’ = d + I f arm’ only [,f rheve 
exists a right module M ouer S such that pd,M = d and M is ,finitei> 
generated wer R. Moreover, if N is an S moduie, then pd,N = d + 1 ij and 
o@’ if N contains an S-submoduie M with the aboz:e properties. 
If G is a poly-Z group of rank n and c( is an elemer.t of M’(G, K*) one 
can apply this theorem several times as follows. Let 
be a composition series for G with all quotients Gi, l,!Gi 2 Z. T 
0.6. COROLLARY. Let K:G be a crossed product where G is PO&-Z qJ 
rarzk n und K is a .fieId. Then gl dim K ;G = ?f if and oni? ty there exis: K;G, 
modules Mi7 i= 1, 2, . . . . n such that 
(1) Ad-, c Mi as KTGiP, modules 
(2) Mj is j?nitely generated over K:Gi- :. 
(In K:Gj the class CI and the action t are restricted to Gi.\b 
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Remark. This result can be easily extended to poly(cyclic or finite} 
groups provided that the global dimension of KrG is finite. 
Using noetherianity and the fact that each subgroup Gi (in the composi- 
tion series for G) is normalized by Gi+ 1, it is not difficult to show that the 
existence of the K;G,-modules Mi (in Corollary 0.6) implies the existence of 
a KYG-module A4 finitely generated over the field K. The converse implica- 
tion is trivial. (We omit the direct proof of this fact since it will follow from 
a more general result.) 
Combining Corollary 0.6 and the discussion above we have 
0.7. COROLLARY. Let K:G be a crossed product wyhere G is poly(cJlclic 
or finite) of rank n and K is a field. Assume gl dim KYG < cc. Then 
gl dim KYG = n if and onli if there exists a KYG-module M of Jinite dimen- 
sion over K. 
In this paper we generalize this result to crossed products which belong 
to the following family. 
0.8. Notation. A crossed product K:G is in JZZ if 
(1) Kis a field 
(2) K,G is a crossed product with Poincare Duality. 
0.9. THEOREM (Proved in Section 3.2). Let KYG be a crossed product 
which belongs to the family ~4. Assume gl dim K,G = II. Then for 
KYG-modules A and B (right and Iejt, respectively) 
Torp(A, B) # 0 
if and only if A and B contain non-trivial KTG-submodules VA and V,, 
respectively, such that 
dim, VA = dim, V, < co. 
Moreover, if C denotes the dualizing module, then 
COK V, 2: Horn,,, V,, K) (=V,*) (0.10) 
as right KYG-modules. (The structures oj. the dual module V,* and the module 
COK VA are explained in Section 1.) 
0.11. COROLLARY. Assume K;G E ~2. Then 
weak gl dim KTG = gl dim K,G 
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if and onh: if there exists a non-tricial KYG-module M of finite dimen&? I a 
ouer K. In particular if G is poIy(c~~lic or finite) such a module exists $ arid 
on/y if gl dim KTG = gl dim K,G. 
Pro@ If G is a poly {cyclic or finite] then the crossed product KTG is 
a noetherian ring (see [ MR, 1.5.111). Now the result follows from the fact 
that for noetherian rings the weak global dimension and the global dimen- 
sion (computed by the functor Tor and Ext, respectively) coincide (see 
[MR, 7.1.5, 7.1.83). 
In the proof of Theorem 0.9 we use cohomology of group methods. It 
seems that ring theory techniques cannot be applied to prove this theoream 
for the non-noetherian case, because the duality hypothesis which is the 
basis for our arguments is an essentially homological one. 
At this point I thank the referee for his pointing out the relation between 
the above results and those appearing in [MR, Chap. 71. To the author’s 
belief, this mentioned relation can be applie to the subiect dealt with in 
this paper. 
At the end of Section 3.2 we prove another consequence of Theorem 0.9. 
Namely 
0.12. PROPOSITION. Assume K,G E Cpe. If w.gl dim KTG = gl dim KC6 
then :
(1) w.gldimK:PG=w.gldim KfGfor all ,!~EH’(G,K*) 
(2:: w.gl dim K :-‘G = gl dim K,G. 
Kecailing that w.gl dim K, G = gl dim K, G for algebras in d, ,l’e get that :he 
subset ofH’(G, K*) 
is u” subgroup of H2(G, K*) and the w.gl dim fiulzction is we!1 defined on the 
qu0tie.m H’(G, X*)/N. 
1. LEFT AND RIGHT STRUCTURES OF 
MODULES OVER CROSSED PRODUCT ALGEBU~ 
1.1. If N is a left KrG-module we can furnish N with a right structure 
of KY-‘G (0~~’ is the inverse of c1 in the group H”(G, A?)) by defining 
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To validate this definition, let us show that 
(nxw,) yw, = n(xw, yw,). 
The left hand side yields 
(v,‘xn) yw, = v;‘yv,‘xn = z-‘(y)(az)-’ (x) v;1v,112 
=T -‘(y)(at)-’ (x)(v,v,)-1 n 
=5 -‘(vWr’ (X)(f(% z) %Trl n 
=z-‘(y)(cn-’ (x) v,‘f-ya, t)n 
=z-‘(y)(ar)-’ (xf-‘(0, T)) v,‘n 
while the right hand side yields 
n(xa(y)f-‘(o, t) IV,,) = v,‘xa(y)f-‘(0, z)n 
= (CT)-’ (sa(y)f-‘(a, 5)) v,‘n 
=-C -‘(y)(m-’ (xf-‘(0, T)) v,‘n. 
Note that we choose f-’ as representative for CC’ where f is the repre- 
sentative for CI. 
1.2. If M possesses a left K:G structure and N possesses a left KfG 
structure then M@,N can be given a left KTPG structure by 
(n E N, m E M, J’E K, u, E K;G, v, E KfG, w, E KypG). 
The tensor product OK refers to the left structures of M and N over K (K 
is commutative). The proof that the action of KTBG is well defined follows 
readily by choosing fg as a representative of LXP where f and g are repre- 
sentative for CI and /?, respectively. 
1.3. If M is a right KYG module and N is a left KrG module then the 
diagonal action 
w,(m On) = mu;’ 0 v,n, w, E K;-‘PG, u, E K;G, ~7, E KtG, (1.3.1) 
defines a left structure of MOK N over Ky-‘PG. This is easily understood 
if we remember that the right K;G structure on M induces a left one over 
K;-‘G, which is the case dealt with in 1.1 (changing the sides). Now 1.3 
follows using the case 1.2. In particular, if CI = p then MOK N has a K,G 
structure; i.e., the cocycle disappears. 
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1.4. As in case 1.2 let N be a left K:G moduie and N a left KtG 
module. In this case Horn&V, N) has a diagonal left structure over 
x; -‘PG by 
(SW, f)(m) = XL’, f(u, “m), W,E K, “-‘“CT, u, E icy, 2’, E KfG, .Y E K 
(RA.i, 
This action is well defined since, if m = ztn’, z E K, z can be pulled out 
(the actions of L?,, u;’ cancel each other) estabiishing the K hnearity of 
XW,, $ By choosing the multiplication of representatives of r ’ and /? to 
represent x - ‘/I one can verify that .YW,(~W, /) = (XW, J*w,) J: 
Again we mention the case CI = ,l3 in whit Hom,(ivIq LV) is a left K,G 
module (with no cocycle). 
1.5. Finally a different right K,G action on Mom,(M, N) can .be 
defined when a K,G bi-module structure on N is rovided (M is a left K 
module). This is done by 
f(xo)(m) =f(m) SC-T. 
2. DUALITY 
2.1. Dualit?? Groups and E.utensions of Scalars 
As mentioned in the Introduction the first step in the extension of duality 
for crossed products is to demonstrate that whenever G is a duahty grorup 
of dimension n, the crossed product K,G, has duality of the same dimen- 
sion. 
2.1.1. PROPOSITION. Let G be a duality group of dimension II atrd C the 
dualizing module, then for any unitary commutattce ring K a??d any actions 
t: G --+ AutjK), the crossed product K,G has dtiality qf the same dimensin;!. 
Proof. The proof will be carried out by extending scalars. Let 
F. -+ Z -+ 0 be a projective resolution of Z over ZG. For any left K,G 
module A we have a natural isomorphism 
Hom,,(F., A) -+ HomK1,(K@, E,, A) 
u + ii, U( 10 X) = U(X). 
ere, 0, I;: possesses the K,G structure defined by 
xdy@f) = xdy) 0 OL OEG, x, ,:EK, fEF. 
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The resolution F. + Z + 0 splits over Z. Therefore Km, F+ K+ 0 is a 
k;G projective resolution of K. Moreover, it is easy to show that this 
isomorphism commutes with the respective differentials and thus we have 
isomorphisms of the cohomology groups 
Ext;,(Z, A) “- Ext&(K, A). 
Similarly a natural isomorphism of complexes exists in the tensor product 
(COZA)O..~‘.r((KOizC)OKA)OK,G(KOZF.) 
which induces isomorphism of the homology groups 
Tor~G(C@, A, Z) 7 Tor2G((K@, C) 0, A, K). 
Finally the natural homomorphism 
CO,, F. -+ WO, C)O KtG (KO, J’.) 
induces a homomorphism 
Torz’(C, Z) + Tor:G(K@, C, K). 
Denote by e’ the image of the fundamental class e E TorzG( C, Z). We can 
deduce from naturality of the morphisms that 
e’n-: Ext’,,(K, A)%T~I-;?~((K@~ C)@,A, K) 
for any left K,G module A. This means that the crossed product K,G has 
duality in homology of the same dimension as G and that the right K,G 
module KOz C is the dualizing module. The action of K,G on K@, C is 
defined by 
This completes the proof. 
2.2. Extension of Duality to Crossed Products K,G Where G Is a Virtual 
Duality Group 
In the previous section we proved that whenever G is a duality group 
then the crossed product K,G (K commutative) has homological duality. 
Now we wish to exhibit additional crossed products of the form K,G 
which have duality. But let us first state and analogous lemma to Shapiro’s 
lemma, in the context of crossed products. 
2.2.1. LEMMA (Shapiro). Let r be a group acting on a commutatitie 
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ring K (z:ia a homomorphism t) and let H be a subgroup cuff-. If M is a K,H 
module (to is the restriction sf t on Hj theil there exist isomorphisms in 
cohomoiogy and homology 
The proof is similar to the classical lemma. 
22.3. THEOREM. Let r be a virtual duality group of virtuai dimepuioiz n; 
i.e., it contains an n-dimensional duality group H qffinite index. Assume an 
artion of r on a commutative ring K. If r has no torsion irr K b!+tk the action 
i (see Definition 0.3) then the crossed product K,T has homoiogical dualtt;.i 
of the same dimension. 
Proof As in [BE, Theorem 3.31 we ne sufficient conditions for 
duality of a crossed product [BE, Sect. 21. I eed such conditions exrst, 
and because of the great similarity of the statements and proofs in [ 
to ours we state the conditions without proof of their sufficiency. 
2.22. DEFINITION. A KG-module A is said to be induced if it is 
isomorphic to LO, kG over K,G where k is the fixed ring KG and L is a 
KIG module. The action of K,G on k Ok kG is defned by 
Note that this generalizes the classical definition over ZG (see Remark in 
[Se, Vll, Sect. 11). 
2.24. PROPOSITION. The fXon’ing conditions are (necessary and: 
sufficient for a crossed product K,T to have duality of dimension n > 0 
(lj proj dim,!, K < ocj (in fact equai to n). 
(2) Ext’,,,(K, A)=0 for rf n and all induced modules A. 
(3) There is an element eETor:r(C, K) (C= Ext>(,(K, K,T)) such 
that (en-) induces an isomorphism 
for ali free K, I- modules F. 
We will show that the crossed product K,T satisfies these conditions. 
Assuming condition (1) is fulfilled, let us first show t at conditions (2) and 
(3) are satisfied. 
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Let N be the subgroup 
clearly N is a normal subgroup in r of finite index. By [BE? Theorem 3.81 
(since Nd H of finite index) N is a duality group of dimension n. Thus we 
can assume that H is a normal subgroup of r. 
Let A be an induced K,T module. Clearly, A is an induced Z1” module 
and in particular an induced ZH module. H is a duality group (over Z) of 
dimension n. Therefore 
H’(H, A) = Ext;,(Z, A) = 0 for each r # n. 
Recall the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence for the short exact sequence 
l+H+r+G+l. 
The E, elements are given by 
EF q = HP(T/H, Hq(H, A)) 
and in the limit Epqa EC4 where E, is the graded group H*(T, A), 
appropriately filtered. EF q are the elements of degree p + q. Since 
Hq(H, A) =0 for q <n, H’(T, A) =0 for r<n. Using the isomorphism 
Ext&(K, A) 1: Ext&(Z, A) and recalling condition (1) (proj dim,, K 
<nj, we proved condition (2). 
To prove condition (3) note first that by the Shapiro’s isomorphism 
(Lemma 2.2.1) K,T should have the same dualizing module as K,,H where 
to is the restriction of the action t on H. Namely 
C=Ext;,,(K, K,I’) 2: ExtktoH(K, K,,H). (2.2.5) 
We need to show the existence of an element 2~ Tor:r(C, K), such that 
the map induced by the cap product with F 
en- : Ext’&(K, F) c~ CaKIr F 
is an isomorphism for all free K,T modules F. Indeed, let c be the 
dualizing module of the duality group H. Then by Proposition 2.1.1, 
KO, c is the dualizing module for the crossed product K,,H and by 
isomorphism 2.2.5 this is the candidate to be the dualizing module for K,T. 
Now, by [BE, Theorem 3.31 there exists an element e E Torfr(c, Z) s.t. the 
map 
en- : Ext&(Z, F) r c’o,, F 
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is an isomorphism. Thus we get 
It is not difficult to show that the compound isomorphism (Ext;,,(K, Fj 2 
(Kg,, C)@ KlF F) is the induced map by the cap product with the image 
of e, P 
Hence condition (3). 
We now turn to prove that condition (li is satisfied. 
22.6. PROPOSITION. Let I’ be a group acting 0.r: a commurati~~e ring 1;: 
K,T is the associated crossed product. If r conrains a subgroup H ~~f,finrte 
irzdex with cd,O(H) = proj dimKI,, KC ‘x’ (to is the restrictiorz qf I on H> 
and I- has no torsion in K r&h the actiotl t (see Dqfizitim 0.3) tizer~ 
cdKJrj -C ‘CG. 
Remark. This is a generalization of Serre’s theorem to trivial crossed 
products K,T. It seems to me that this is a natural context for Serre’s 
theorem. Our proof is based on the classical proof in [Sty: Pa]. The 
difference lies in the fact that the K action does not commute with the F 
action. I believe that a partial proof with many references to the proof oE 
the old theorem would have been almost impossible to follow. Therefore I 
give here a complete proof. 
Proqf. If P is a K,,H module, there exists a decomposition over K 
where [a, }y=. r are representatives of the cosets of H in I-, i.e., r= 
U:=, OiH 
Let P. --p K + 0 be a finite dimensional projective resolution of K over 
K,,H. Since P. and K are projective K-modules this resolution sphts over 
K~ Therefore the tensor product 
is a resolution of K over K. The tensor product Q satisfies the condition 
PIOrc... @xp;@ ‘.’ @pm=oii.x)(pl@ ... @p;@ _.. @p,,). 
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Our purpose is to furnish this complex with a K,T action so that Q 
becomes a K,T projective module and so that this action commutes with 
the respective differentials. Once this is proven the finiteness of the complex 
Q completes the proof. 
Definition of the K,T Action 
Every g E r defines o,,, E { rrj} and h,,, E H by 
g-‘q= o,,h,;‘, v E Sym(n). 
Define 
where t( g, pl, . . . . p,) =C deg pi deg pi and the sum is taken over the 
ordered pairs (i, j) in which i < j but vi > vj, i.e., over those ordered pairs 
which “cross” each other during the permutation on the cosets induced by 
g. To show that this is a well defined action we prove 
(l) g(PIQ “. Q-xPjQ ‘.. QP,)=g(Oj(X)(PIQ “. OPTI)) 
(2) (&81)(PlO ... OP*)=g,(g,(P,O ... OPJ) 
(3) this action commutes with the respective differentials. 
As before for all CUE {gj} let g-‘ai = avihv;’ and assume \jj= i. (This is 
abuse of notation since j= j(i) but should not confuse the reader.) 
Proof of (I ). The left hand side in ( 1) yields 
g(pI 0 .‘. Oxpi “. QPn) 
=(-1) 4s PI. . ..> P”) /I”, p,,, Q ... Qh,,xp,,@ ... Oh,,,p,,m 
=(-1) r(g,p’,...,pn)~jh,,,(x)(h,, p ,@ ... Oh ,,,, p ,,,,) 
while the right hand side of (1) yields 
g(ai(x)(PIO .” @Pi@ ..’ @Pa)) 
=g~i(~)(-l)‘(g,p’....,pn)hy,pY,O ... @h,,nps,. 
Since I>= i, then g-raj= a,,h,;’ = aihz:’ or go,= ~~11,~ showing (1). 
Proof of (2). If g,-‘a, = ovih,; ‘, g;‘o, = a,i,’ for each i then we have 
(grg,)-~‘~j=g,‘(g,‘a,)=g,‘(o,,~,’)=(g,’a,)~,’ 
= csyr,h,:-LI;r~’ =ov, (I;,h,J’. i, ’ 
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Now, the right hand side of (2) yields 
while the left hand side gives 
Then (2) will follow if we show 
(_ 1)~lg2.P.,...Pvn) (- 1) 4&T. PI. . . . . Pa) = (_ 1 pgi. Pi. -.., Pnl, 
To see this, note that the permutation action is a group action; i.e., if pi 
and pj “cross” each other twice by the g, and g2 actions, then they will not 
cross each other by the gz g, action. In other words the contribution of 
deg pi deg pj is the same on both sides, proving (2). 
ProoJqf (3). If gc r and d denotes the respective differentials we need 
to show that dg(p,@ ... @p,)=gd(p,@ ... @pp,). 
As before, let g-la, = ~,,,h,;‘. 
The left hand side gives 
dg(pi 0 . . . @,P,~) = d( - l)‘(g,P’.--..Pn’ A,., ps, 0 .a. @ii,~,,~ 
=(-l)r(w~....s~n) i (_f)deg~,,,,+--.+de&~,,,_!/?~~~,,~ 
where by definition deg pro = 0. 
While the right hand side gives 
gdJp,O ... OP,~ 
and assuming I;- = i (i.e., i passes to the jth place) we have 
=i (-1) degpo+ ... +degp,-1 (- ~)~~g.p~,-...P~-~.dp~.P,;i 
i=i 
(22.7: 
@ pn’\ i 
Plfi 
(2.2.8) 
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Consider the elements in sums 2.2.7 and 2.2.8 in which v~=s. Since the 
differentials d commute with the K,,H action we have to show 
t-11 r(&Pl-..P”i (_ 1) degpvo+ ... tdeL:pt,~m, 
=(-1) degm+ ... +degpel (_ l)~(g.PI...d~r...~n). (2.2.9) 
To see this, a little effort is required. Let ps+ I,, pstrz, . . . . ps+ fi be the p’s 
that cross ps from its right to its left as a result of the permutation induced . 
by g and similarly let ps- /,, psPlz, . . . . psPcr be the p;s that cross p, in the 
other direction. I’~= s means that the element which was in the sth place 
before the permutation is moved to the ith place by the permutation. Since 
we have k new elements to the left of P, while r other elements leave this 
side, we conclude that 
s+k-r=i. 
Since &g dp, = degp, - 1 the signs (- 1 )r(g.Pl, ....PnJ and (- l)r(.?,Pl, ..., dPs, ..'.PnJ 
differ by the sign (_ l)'%Ps+r~+ -.. +degps+lk (_ l)degpx-/~+ ... +hPs-/,.. AlsO 
the signs (- l)degpw+ ... +J'v~-I and (- 1) degpa+ “’ +pTm ’ differ by exactly the 
same sign. This proves 2.2.9 and hence (3). 
So far we have proved that Q is a resolution of the K,T module K. It 
remains to show that Q is a projective resolution. Since the module Q is the 
direct sum of K,T submodules, Qd 
we can disregard the structure of a cochain complex and show that Q itself 
is a KJ projective module. 
Consider P as a K,,H projective module. Let P’ be a K,H projective 
module such that PQ P’ = F is free over K,, H. Then we have 
where X is the direct sum Pyl)@Pp)@ ... @P~zEn’, E=O 1 P!“=P,, 
P!” = Pi’, and not all sj’s are 0. Clearly this decomposition ;s invariant 
under the r action and therefore @ :‘= r Pi is a direct summand of or= 1 Fi 
over K,T. Hence it is sufficient to show that the K,T module B = @r= I Fi 
is projective. 
The next reduction consists of decomposing the module B into certain 
K,T submodules and showing their projectiveness. These simple sub- 
modules are the linear span of r orbits in a basis of B. 
Let (b,LEJ be a K,,H-basis of F. Then (fzb,),,,H,asJ is a K-basis of Pand 
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clearly the set W= {h,b,,Q ... @h,bz,r: II;E rig J) is a K-basic of 3. 
From the definition of the action of Z o we see that the mien 
W v ( - UT) is Z-invariant and specifically, for each w T- W and g E Z 
gtv= 11” or gw = -11.’ f5r Some x” E w: 
‘This action induces a permutation on W by 
Let IV= IJ, F&‘r be the decomposition of U’ into different orbits under this 
permutation and let V,. be the K-free module generated by the orbit VP’?, 
Then B 2 x, Vr as K-free modules. Moreover, since the set Wr u ( - FI;:) is 
Z--invariant, B z C, V, is an isomorphism of K,T modules. Thus it suffices 
to shoiv that the K,Z module V, is projective, In order to do that, let c.‘: 
describe the structure of this module in a different way. 
Fix an r and an element w,=h,b,@ .I’ @b,,b,, in W,. 
stabilizer of W, under the permutation T, i.e., 
Let X,, = {grs}SEI be a set of representatives for the cosets of T,. in F. 
Evidently W,= (rr(g,,) We> and K,T. \I’,= by,; i.e., there exists an 
epimorphism of K, Z modules 
Write 2 as 1, grsas where a, E K,T;. Then a,n’, = )!3tilr, 31, E K and 
Since all the z(g,,) . ~P,‘s are different elements of the basis Wr,, we conclude 
that Jf,(z) = 0 if and only if all the g,, . y-C’- s are zero. Equivalently the J.~‘s 
are zero, i.e.. a,w, = 0 for all S. Let Z, be the annihilator of M’, in K,T,, i e.. 
then Zr is a left ideal in K,r,. By the above discussion, it is clear t5as 
Ker(f,)= K,r.I, and VP2 K,T/(K,T.I,). Thus, if we sf~ow that I, is a 
direct summand of K, Z,” (as a K,T, module j then, obviously K,T. I, and 
therefore also V’, = K,Tj( K,T. I,.) are direct summands of K,F (over KItP’;. 
proving the projectiveness of V/,. 
Before we proceed to prove that I, is a direct summand of dyTZT we wish 
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to show that r, is a finite group. Indeed let h E H n r, and let gl, . . . . g,, be 
representatives for the cosets of H in r’. Assuming 61 = 1 we have 
h-la, =a,h-’ ( as a particular case of g -loi= a,,,h,;‘). Then by definition 
of the action of r on B we have 
hw,. = h(h, 6, 0 ’ . . @h,b,,)= &hh,b,@ ... 0 ... 
and since h E r,, we known that htvr = &II’,. Hence hh, b, = h,b,, i.e., h = 1. 
This shows that Hn r, = (11. Using the assumption that H is of finite 
index in r we have 
Now, we are ready to.prove that the left ideal Z, is a direct summand of 
K,r,. As mentioned before, for g E r,, glr, = IV,. or gtvl = -MY,. This defines 
a map sgn.: r, --) Z, = (- 1, l} which, evidently is an homomorphism of 
groups. We will introduce a new action of K,T, on K. For xg E K,T, and 
y E K, define 
where g(y) is the old action of g on J’ E K. 
A simple computation shows that this is a well defined action. Denote 
this K,T, module by 1% We claim that there exists a short exact sequence 
of K, r,-modules 
(2.2.10) 
where i is the natural inclusion, and rp is given by 
Obviously, cp is K-linear and onto. Let us show that q is a K,r, morphism, 
i.e., WE xi LTi) = g. CdC -Xi gi)l f or each g E r,, z xi gi E K,T,. Indeed 
v gC.-+7 =v Cd- -kg. =CSgnkgiMdq) ( xl 1) ( i lc, 1) i 
=%n(g) 1 w-h) dxi)=g C w(gJ mxi 
I [i 1 
=g’[V (7 xigi)]. 
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Finally. we show the exactness of the sequence in the -term K,T, of 22.10. 
x, .yi gi in I, means that (C xi gi) w, = 0 or (X sgnjg,) Xi) w, = 0. Howevers 
N,. is a basis element over K, so C sgn( gi) si = 0, i.e., C x,g, E Ker(q). 
From the short exact sequence, we see that to prove that I, is a K,.T,. direct 
summand of K,T, is equivalent to showing that the morphism IYQ: K,T, -+ .Z 
splits. y assumption there exists an identity decomposition of S,; i.e., 
there exists .Y,E K, s.t. 
c g,(-u,) = 1. 
fit rr 
x k+ x x sgn(g,) gix, = 1 sgn(g,) xgi(x,) gi. 
We must show that $ is a K,T, morphism and that q$ = id,. 
We start by showing that $(g[x]) = g($(.~))? gg b: .YE R 
g-($(x)) = g-y 2 Sgn(g,) gix,= g(x) C sgn(g,) gg,x,. 
Changing (say in the last sum) the summation index by ggi = g; and then 
sgn( gi) = sgn( g ~ ‘gj) = sgn( ggj) we get the desired equality. 
Finally we check that cp$ = idR 
=; g,(x,) sgd(g,) = c g,(x,) = 1. 
i 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
Now the whole theorem follows from the following lemma (an analogue 
to [SW, Theorem 9.11). 
2.211. LEMMA. Let r be a group acting on a cofnmlrtative ritzg K arzd jet 
N be a subgroup of r of finite index then either 




proj dim,, K= XI. 
The proof is omitted as it is similar to the proof in [SW]. 
3. APPLICATION OF DUALITY TO 
HOMOLOGICAL DIMENSIONS OF CROSSED PRODUCTS 
In order to compute homological dimensions associated with the crossed 
product K;T, using Poincare duality of KJ, we need to relate the 
homology groups of these algebras. 
3.1.1. LEMMA. Let K be a field and let A, B be K:Tmodules, then there 
exist isomorphisnzs 
TorrFr(A, B) z TorFr(A OK B, K) (3.1.2) 
Ext’,;,(A, B) 2 Ext#,,(K, Hom,(A, B)). (3.1.3) 
In the first isomorphisrn rl and B are right and left modules, respectively, 
while in the second both are left modules. 
ProoJ In the first isomorphism AOK B has a K,T right diagonal 
structure 
(a@b)xa=axu,Ou;‘b, xoEK,r, u,EK;r 
(see 1.3). 
Let A4 be a left K,r module. It is easy to show that the map 
is a natural isomorphism. We show that this isomorphism induces the 
desired isomorphisms of the homology groups, using the Grothendieck’s 
spectral sequence [Gr, Theorem 2.4.11. Indeed, if P is a right projective 
K;r module then POK B is a right projective K,r module. In particular 
POK B is - OK,= K acyclic. Thus, Grothendieck’s theorem applies and 
since gl dim K = 0, we get isomorphisms 
Tor2r(A OK B, K) 2 Tor,er(A, B). 
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Similarly, if A, B are left KTT modules, and 6. is a left K,T module. then 
there exists a natural isomorphism 
Hom,,(L, Hom,(A, B)) rr. Hom,;,(L OS A. Bj 
which induces isomorphisms of the cohomology groups, nemelji 
Ext&-(K, Hom,(A, Bi) = Exr&(A: B). 
Here one shows that if B is an injective K;T-module then Hom,(A: B) is 
injective over K,T and hence is Horn&K, -) acyclic. 
3.1.4. COROLLARY. gl dim KrTd gl dim K,P= proj dim,,, K. 
PRM$ The inequality follows immediately from the isomorphism 3~1.3 
and since always proj dimR r K < gl dim K,T the same isomorphism with 
ows the equality. 
3.2. 2-Cocycles That Do Not Lower the (Weak) Global Dimemion of 
Crossed Products 
In this section we prove Theorem 0.9 and some of its consequences. 
First we consider the case of trivial action. i.e., t = 0 and Kr” is a crossed 
product with orientable Poincare duality. 
Assume gl dim KT = IZ ( = proj dim,, K). If w.g! dim K"T=n then thera 
exist K”T modules A and B s.t. Torgr(A, d) # 0. 
By Lemma 3.1.1 we have TorJl’r(A OK B, Kj # 0. Using Poincare duahty 
(condition (2) in the definition of &) we get Ext$,(K? A@;,B)#O, i.e., 
Hom,,(K, A OK B) = (A OK B)r# 0 where Xr denotes the r-invariant 
elements in the KT module X. The following proposition explains the 
implication of this situation in the K’T modules A and B separately. 
3.2.i. PROPOSITION. Let A and B be K”T modules (right atld ieft, reqxr- 
ritlelv) and let A OK B be the left KT module, ttith the diagonal action, :he:z 
(A GJjK I?)= # 0 if and only if there exist K’T sub-modules V, and VE (of A 
and B, respectively) which are finite dimensional ouer K and $’ 
omK( V,, K) is the conjugate module of 16, with the left K-‘T SWM- 
twe defined in 1.4, then furnishing V,* with the right K”T induced .structure 
it becomes isomorphic to V/,. 
Proo$ Let O#z=t;:=, a,@b,e(AQ, )= and assume that z is of 
minimal length. This minimality implies that the elements {ai] c A (anti 
similariy the elements {b, > c B) which appear in z are linearly independent 
over K. Denote by V, and V, the subspaces- panned by the sets (ai] and 
(bi], respectively. Obviously dim, V, = dim, V, < co. 
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We are to show that the vector spaces VA and krB are K’T submodules 
of A and B, respectively. Indeed choose bases {uj) for A and {bi} for B 
over K, which start with the bases of V,, and V,. 
Since z E (A OK B)r, 
0 (i, ai@bi)=$l ~it~~l@~gb~=~l ai@bi, GET. 
The element U, acts K-linearly on A and B therefore 
aiuo -l=a,p(i, 1)+azp(i,2)+ . . . +a,p(i,s)+ ... +a,p(i,m) 
u,b,=q(i, l)b,+q(i,Z)b?+ ... +q(i,s)b,+ ... +q(i,nz)b,,, 
(3.2.2) 
where p(i, j), q(i, j) EX and where nz > s is big enough to satisfy 3.2.2 for 
all i= 1, . . . . s. 
Replacing 3.2.2 in XT= 1 aju;’ 0 u,bi yields 
= i f f ajp(j,j)q(j, r)Ob, 
=jtl .f, ig, ajp(i,j)q(j,r)@br (= i ai@Jbi). 
i= 1 
Since the elements {ai} and (6,) are basis elements the last equality 
implies a set of equalities, one for each (j, r). 
For(j,r)s.t.ldj=r~swehaveCs=lp(i,j)q(i,j)=1andforj#ror 
j= r > s it yields Es= I p(i, j) q(i, j) = 0. 
We claim that p(i, j) = 0 for j> s and that q(i, r) = 0 for r > s. It is 
convenient to express these equations using matrix notation PTQ’= (,’ t) 
(P’ the transpose of Pj 
By this equality it is easily seen that the matrix L, = ($1 :I : : : $f:f,‘) is inver- 
tible and its inverse is L,* = (;i\,i/:::gi;f,‘). 
Moreover, for the fth row jir (l>s)‘of the matrix PT we have p/L.,=O. 
L, is invertible, hence Pr = 0, i.e., p( i, j) = 0 for j > s, i = 1, . . . . s. 
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Similarly one can show that the column vector Sl in QT (! > s) is the zero 
vector, i.e., q(i, j) = 0, j > s, i = 1, . . . . s as desired. If we denote by P, and Qm 
the restrictions of P and Q to VA and VB, respectively, then by the above 
discussion we have P, = Q; I. 
Let V’z = Hom,( VBB, K) be the left K”-‘T module defined by \?‘,A = 
1; 3 u; i, w, E K”-‘T, u, E K”r. Hence V,* possesses a right K”S structure 
(hu,)(x) = (w,‘h)(x) = h(u,xj: u, E K”6, IT’, E K”-‘I-. 
With this structure 
q : Y,* + Hom,( I/,K) 
Oi++hj, h,(b;) = dij 
is a K”T isomorphism. Obviously this map is I - 1 onto and K-linear. We 
have to show that rl commutes with the right actions of K*8: Since [bj) is 
a basis of VB, it sufticies to show that q(aiu,)(bj) = (q(ai)zl,)(bj), 
The right hand side yields 
= hi 
i 
i: q(j> 1.) b,’ = q(j, ij 
r= I i 
while the left hand side yields 
as desired. 
To prove the converse assume V,4 c A, V, c B are Kfinite dimensional 
K”T submodules s.t. cp: V, 2 Hom,( C’,, K) is an isomorphism of rrght 
K’T modules. Let {ai} be a basis for VA and {hi) the dual basis of the 
image (cp(~~,)>. The element, d =CI=r ajOb, is a F-invariant element of 
A @,B, i.e., (A OK B)r#O as desired. This completes the proof of the 
proposition. 
The combination of this result and the discussion before the proposition 
proves the following theorem. 
32.3. THEOREM. Let K”T be a crossed product which belongs to !he 
fkii~ LX!. Let gl dim KT= n. Then 
(1) w.gl dim K”T= n if and onl), if there exists a non-triuiai unitmy 
K”S module of finite dimension otter K. 
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(2) flat dim,,,(A) = n if and only if A has a K”T-submodule tilhich is 
of finite dimension over K (A is a K”T module). 
(3) Torrr(A, B) # 0 if and only if A and B contains K’T-submodules 
V, and V,, respectively, s.t. dim, V, = dim, VB < cc and VA g 
Hom,( VBK) as right K”T modules. 
Extension to the case where the action t is not trivial. Let KTT be a 
crossed product in d where the trivial crossed K,T has orientable Poincare 
duality of dimension n. If w.gl dim KFT= gl dim K,T= n then there exists 
K:T modules M, N such that Tor,KTr(M, N) #O. By Lemma 3.1.1, 
Tor:r(M@RN, K) #O. Using the duality of KJ we get as in the the 
preceding discussion to Proposition 3.2.1, 
Ext&(K, MOK N) 2 Horn,,, (K, MBKN) E (M&N)=#O. 
Let 0 #C mi@ni E (MO N)’ be of minimal length, then as in Proposi- 
tion 3.2.1 the set {nz,} in A4 (and similarly the set {rzi} in N) is linearly 
independent over K and in particular over Kr= k. As in the same proposi- 
tion, the spaces spanned by {HZ;} and { nj} over k, are r-invariants and of 
finite dimension over k. Therefore the vector spaces generated by (m,} and 
(ni} over K are KFT modules and clearly of finite dimension over K. 
Finally, we wish to extend the above result to the non-orientable case. 
Assume that KJ possesses non-orientable Poincare duality. Denote by 
R the dualizing module. By Definition 0.1 the module K@,K with the 
right diagonal action is isomorphic to the K,T principal module (with the 
right induced action). If w.gl dim KFT= gl dim K,T= n then again, there 
exist K;T modules such that Torfyr(M, N) #O and by Lemma 3.1.1, 
Tor;j-(MOKN, K)#O. Since KOKK- K we get Tor,Klr((KOKK)OK 
(MO, N), K) # 0 and by duality 
As before this implies the existence of non-trivial unitary KYT modules of 
finite dimension over K, which satisfy (0.10). 
EXAMPLE. Assume an action of r on K and cl~H*(r, K*). Let H be a 
subgroup of r of finite index such that x ( H= 1, i.e., res(cr) = 1 where 
res: H2(r, K*) + H*(H, K*). 
The algebra K,H is naturally embedded in K;T and assumming 
w.gl dim K,T< CC we have 
w.gl dim K, H d w.gl dim K;T d w.gl dim K, r= w.gl dim K, H. 
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Thus, for KTTE d, there exists a K;T module of finite dimension over K. 
However? such a module exists for the general case by the induction 
K:T@,:, K where K is the principal module over K, 
As a result of Theorem 3.23 (and its extensions) w 
3.24. COROLLARY. 
N= (CX EN’(T, K*) : K:TE .d, w.gl dim KFr= gl dim K,Tj 
is a subgroup qf H2(l-, K*). 
Proqi: Let gl dim K,T= n. If w.gl dim KTT= n then by Theorem 3.23 
extensions there exists a left K;T module V of finite dimension over K. 
dual module Hom,(V, K) is a left Kfm’r module by (z,h)(s) = 
h(2.i; “u), Z, E K:-lT, II, E K;T, 11 E Hom,( V, K). 
Since it is of finite dimension over K, gl dim K:-‘T= n, If .P’ and B V are 
left KrT and KfT modules of finite dimension over K then clear-ly 
a V@ R 4 V is a KTPT module with the diagonal action. dim iI V@, p V = 
dim .V L dim pV< CC hence w.gl dim Kt”T= n. The identity of K”(& .K*j 
belongs to N since w.gl dim K,T= gl dim K,T. 
For members of the family d, we discussed 2-cocycles w 
KZT) the maximum weak global dimension, i.e., elements x E H’(rP: K*) 
which do not lower the weak global dimension and in some sense the 
“twisting” made by them is trivial. 
A first step in which we showed this triviality was made by proving tha” 
M, /I E H’(r, K*) s.t. w.gl dim KTT= w.gl dim KfT= g2 dim K,T= n then 
also w.gl dim KyBT= il. We make an additional step by 
3.25 PROPOSITION. If u, p E H’(T, K*) such thnt 
(1) w.gldimK;T=gldimK,T=n 
(2) w.gl dim KfT= r 6 n 
then wgl dim K:PT= r. (We still amme that the crorsed product-s beiosg 
to do) 
Prooj Let wgl dim K;PT= s. By the long exact sequence in homology, 
we have that the functor Tor,K:“r(M,B, ) is left exact and that there exist 
right and left KyBT modules M,,, &V such that 
(32.6 ] 
Consider the natural morphism 
.$J + Hom,( $4. .PAV@ .M) 
n++YI,,, rjn(m) = n @ wl, 
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where .M# 0 is a left KfT module. It is straightforward to show that 
this is a monomorphism of Kj”T-modules. (For the KTBT structure of 
Hom,(,W .$QK a M) see Sections 1, 1.2, and 1.4.) Since w.gl dim KTT 
12, we can assume that zM is of finite dimension over K. By left exactness 
z To~:~‘~(M,~, -) we get exactness of 
0 + Tor~:Pr(M,Xp, ,XpN) + Tor:~““(Mza, Horn&M, nPNOK dM)). 
Since TorKaflr M Jr ( ap, XpN) # 0 then also 
Tor,K:3r(M,p, Hom,(,M, apNQK .M)) # 0. 
The module .A4 is of finite dimension over K therefore there is a natural 
isomorphism of KyPT modules _ . 
Hom,(.K &OK .W z a-~M* OK .,NQK .M (3.2.7) 
where .-&f* is the dual module of XM viewed as a K:-‘f module. (The 
KT”T structure of both sides of 3.2.7 are defined in Section 1.) Thus 
Torr:“r(M,O, .-IM* @ $V@ .M) # 0. 
However, this is natural isomorphic to Tor$r(M,B @ M,-1, .-IM* @ apN) 
( #0) (replace the module K by M,, in Lemma 3.1.1) showing that 
Y = w.gl dim Kfr> s. To prove the converse recall that w.gl dim K;-‘T= n 
(because w.gl dim K;T= n and Corollary 3.2.4). This implies 
w.gl dim Kfr> w.gl dim Kj”T> w.gl dim K;-‘uBT= w.gl dim KfT 
as desired. 
3.2.8. Remark. If in addition to the assumption that the crossed 
product belongs to d, we assume that the global dimension can be 
computed by means of the functor Tor (e.g., G poly(cyclic or finite)) we 
get the same result estimating the global dimension of the crossed product 
instead of the weak global dimension. 
One possible way for constructing 2-cocycles which lower the weak 
global dimension of a group ring KT is the following. 
Let K”T be a crossed product in & such that w.gl dim K”T= gl dim KT. 
Let V be a K”T module of finite dimension over K. The action of r on K 
is trivial hence there exists a K-linear morphism of algebras 
K”T + End,( V). 
Since End,(V) is of finite dimension over K there is an ideal 1 in K”r 
of finite co-dimension over K. Obviously the converse is also true. From 
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this discussion it follows that if K”T is a simple algebra and r is infinite 
then w.gl dim K”f < gl dim KIY 
Such crossed products are constructed for the free abelian groq 011 i: 
generators in [Ro, Lemma 4.21. This shows that g1 dim X”Td E - i for !- 
free abelian of rank IZ. For II = 2, our considerations give another proof r;T 
Shamsuddin’s result. It should be noticed that the proof that 
gl dim K”I’= 1 for these examples (n > 2) is much more difficull. 
I thank my advisor, S. Rosset, for his inspiring guidance and in particufar for suggesting 
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